USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10406.11

Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Crocaghr mercenaries are approaching the location of the cave where Li Soong Chan has an encampment.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Li Soong Chan and some members of the Away Team are waiting outside at the entrance to the cave, prepared to engage in combat. All of them are armed with swords.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Meanwhile, other members of the Away Team have decided to remain in the cave to investigate the collection of bugs gathered by Li Soong Chan. There are a total of 16 bugs of 3 distinctive types.
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::raises his blade and charges at the robed warrior::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::draws his sword and deflects the other warrior's blade with ease::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::stalks towards the cave, his blade unsheathed at his side as he moves from bush to bush::
CNS_Wells says:
::Sitting on the cave floor surrounded by bug thingies trying to learn their secrets::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is outside with Chan, sword in hand, joining the melee::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Grips the sword tightly and begins on the defensive::
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::attacks high and is frustrated that it too is blocked::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::parries the attack and spins around and elbows the alien in the back::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::Walking hard towards the cave with comrades in arms, waving sword fiercely around::
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::falls forward and growls::
CNS_Wells says:
::With no gadgets figuring them out may be tricky::
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::stands up and swings his weapon wildly::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::moves closer now, his hand clutching his blade and raises it over his head and lunges at the CIV, his blade sinking into her left arm::
EO_Valentine says:
::picks up one of the bugs and looks it over, then sets it in her lap and pets it:: Bug: Good buggy... good buggy
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The CIV is cut. But it's only a minor scratch.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: What do you think? They are supposed to be weapons. How do we activate them?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug looks up at Mai and starts to wiggle around.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::comes at Allgone with a cross slash intent at his upper abdomen::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::waves sword at nearest opponent::
CNS_Wells says:
::Looks at it with a squished up nose of disgust::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Pulls her arm back as the blade makes contact and thrusts forward with her sword::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::steps quickly to the side and laughs at the CTO's attempt::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Yours moved!
EO_Valentine says:
::giggles::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Allgone is cut along his torso. But the wound isn't deep.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: How did you do that?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::smiles, using his momentum to spin on a heel and reverse his slash unexpectedly::
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::lunges at the robed warrior again::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::touches his hand to the blood on his abdomen and then snarls at the CTO as he turns and swings at the CIV:
EO_Valentine says:
::shrugs and pulls out a Twinkie. Unwraps it and offers it to the bug::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::parries the blow, and steps to the side and delivers a kick to the legs::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Curses as she glances at the cut on her left arm before ducking a swipe from Allgone::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::blocks the CTO's thrust neatly::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::sees that he's slightly late to the fight, puts away his notepad and pen, and pulls out his sword::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug in Mai's hands continues to wiggle as if it was expecting something.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::moves in with a low strike, but fakes it, following with a fierce overhead crescent slash::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::pushes the CIV into the CTO as he turns again slashing at the CTO's legs::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ Self: Something isn't right about this.
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::assists his comrades and blocks the blue warrior's attack::
EO_Valentine says:
Bug: No Twinkie? What do you want? ::continues to pet the bug as she eats the Twinkie::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@All: We will annihilate you all!!!!
CNS_Wells says:
::Watches Mai making progress with her subject::
CIV_Pierce says:
@Chan: What do they want?!  ::Blocks Allgone's attacks on the CTO with her sword::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::sidesteps another attack::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::swings sword at anyone who will engage him::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::gently deflects the CIV aside, parrying the incoming strike::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CIV: They want to eliminate us.
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Leaves Allgone for the CTO and makes her way toward Tilg`Hun::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug sniffs at the Twinkie and takes a small bite.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: It ate some!
CO_Shras says:
ALL: Stay away from these folks for now...
CIV_Pierce says:
@Chan: Do you owe them money or something??  ::Feels strangely comfortable with the sword::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::flicks his tongue and lunges at the CTO's mid-section::
CO_Shras says:
:: look at the one who might be a leader to the aliens ::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::eyes the approaching female and assumes his strength will overwhelm her quickly::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CIV: They want to claim the sacred artifacts as there own...
CNS_Wells says:
EO: It likes you.  ::Starts "petting" the insect in his hand::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::makes certain that he's wounding his attacker and not establishing any deadly blows; he's patiently waiting for his opportunity to apply the Vulcan nerve pinch::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Li takes his eyes off his enemy for a second and is stabbed in the chest.
CO_Shras says:
Tilg: We won't attack you unless you give us no other options....
CO_Shras says:
Tilg: I'd like to know why you are attacking us.
EO_Valentine says:
::grins:: Bug: Silly Buggy.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sees the foolhardy lunge, and simply twirls himself to the side, ending the spin in a reverse thrust at Allgone's back::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Feels Tilg`Hun's confidence and grins as she advances::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::Falls down clutching his chest::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: There is no blood from Li's wound.
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@CO: You have what is ours, we demand it be returned ::slashes wildly at the CIV::
CO_Shras says:
Tlig: And what is it that is yours?
ATO_Allgone says:
@::lets out a loud hissing sound and moves behind the CTO to avoid his sword and backhands a thrust behind him::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Allgone's blade stabs the CTO in the leg.
CO_Shras says:
All: Pull back, stop fighting!
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::laughs and swings his blade at Li's neck::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Sidesteps to the right and slashes at Tilg`Hun's midsection::
CNS_Wells says:
::Tries giving the bug some water::
CO_Shras says:
ATOs: Stop you too, let's start this over on another note....
CIV_Pierce says:
CO: Sir, I don't think they're going to respond to diplomacy very well!
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::ignores the second blue warrior and charges at him with his weapon::
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@ALL: Aaahhhhh!!!!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::grits his teeth through the pain, and returns the favor with a stab of his own::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::parries with the CIV repeatedly, finding he is getting nowhere::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Allgone is stabbed in the arm in return.
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Blocks his sword with her blade and sharply kicks him in the thigh::
ATO_Allgone says:
@:: grabs his arm, his red eyes glowing like fire embers::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The CIV slips slightly giving Tilg'Hun an opportunity...
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Can I get some of that Twinkie? Maybe my bug likes them too.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::throws an iron, feral stare right at Allgone, sneering at him, ready for his enemy's next move::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug shrieks at the water.
EO_Valentine says:
::hands the CNS a Twinkie::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Falls on her bum and immediately rolls out of the way and jumps up::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::bends low and charges the CTO grabbing him around the waist and wrestling him to the ground::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::takes full advantage of the CIV's fall and sticks his blade forward::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Thanks. ::Takes golden cake from EO::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::blocks the attack and jumps up and kicks his attacker in the shoulder::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::takes a moment to step back and watch the fight::
CIV_Pierce says:
@Tilg`Hun: Too slow ugly.  What kind of warrior can't beat a helpless female?
CNS_Wells says:
::Offers the food to the bug::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::pounds on the CTO's chest, hissing all the while::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The CIV has a serious deep wound in her stomach.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::braces himself against the fall, and throws Allgone up and behind him, getting up and spinning around ready for more::
EO_Valentine says:
::continues to pet her bug:: Bug: Tell Mai what is it that you do?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug is still expecting something.
CNS_Wells says:
::Listens to Mai. She seems to have a way with them.  ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::gestures with his hand to "bring it on"::
EO_Valentine says:
::scratches her head:: Bug/CNS: What do buggies like?
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Groans as she herself falling to the ground holding one hand to her stomach::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::extends an arm, his leathery skin holding tight to his blade::
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::screeches and swoops into the battle, defending the wounded CIV::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Sees the blood on her hand and feels a sickening moment of deja vu::
ATO_Awr`dil says:
@::charges at Li angered::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::slides his blade at his side, as if in a sheathing motion, his stance suddenly becomes low, his eyes close, and he waits, his hand tight on the grip ready to draw::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Food? Maybe leaves or Hmmmm maybe they prefer animal proteins. ::Gulps in disgust::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::deflects the charging warrior away and backhands a thrust into the warrior as he passes::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Awr'dil is stabbed in the chest and falls to the ground.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::curls his antennae back against his head, waiting for the proper moment::
EO_Valentine says:
::picks up another caterpillar buggy and sets it in her lap, petting it with her other hand::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::sees Awr'dil fall and rushes over, all the while keeping an eye on the enemy::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Sees Kandeldandel and can't believe her eyes::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::jumps in between the CIV and Tilg'Hun::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Allgone: Come....we are not finished yet.
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::raises sword to inflict the final blow to the CIV::
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::flies around Tilg'Hun's face, scratching at his eyes with her sharp black talons::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@Chan: Out of my way worthless one
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::puts his sword behind his back and invites Tilg to attack::
ATO_Woo`Dt`er says:
@::joins the fight::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: If they are bugs I would think there whole existence would consist of eating, mating and survival of the species but these don’t seem ordinary. Do they?
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::not being one to back down from a fight, lowers his sword to take Chan on;;
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Tries to pull herself to a standing position, never letting her grip on her weapon grow weak::
EO_Valentine says:
::shrugs:: CNS: Alien buggies.
ATO_Allgone says:
@::seeing Awr'dil's fate, his eyes glow redder and his rage is clear. He grasps the sword and turns to see the Captain, then grins a toothy grin at the CTO::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Kandeldandel is unsuccessful as this reptilian race has a thick membrane protecting the eyes.
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@Chan: You will die like your brothers before you
ATO_Woo`Dt`er says:
@::charges at the CSO::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: But what would "activate" them?
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::lands on the top of his head and pecks the top of his head with her beak, trying to dig a hole in it::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::grins wickedly:: Allgone: Enough delay, end it now.
ATO_Allgone says:
@::swiftly takes aim at the Captain and swings his blade downward at him::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::charges ahead at full rage::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: If it's a weapon I would guess the user would be in total control of it.... somehow.
ATO_Woo`Dt`er says:
@::pulls a knife out with his left hand and another with his right::
CNS_Wells says:
::Flipping bug over and over looking for an "on" switch::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::sidesteps Tilg::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::hears the coward go after the captain instead, and rushes forth, draw-slashing at Allgone in his path::
EO_Valentine says:
::tries tickling one of the bugs::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::not one to leave things to chance, pulls out a short blade to strike a close in blow::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::slashing as he passes Chan::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::grabs the captain around the neck and twists his body, using it as a shield as the CTO slashes::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The blade remains in the chest of Li as Tilg'Hun passes.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: If only we had a working tricorder or something.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The CTO slashes the Captain's right hand off.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::waits for Woo to get close enough for a quick drop kick::
ATO_Woo`Dt`er says:
@::stabs at the CSO::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug wiggles around.
EO_Valentine says:
::looks at the two bugs in her lap:: Bugs: You guys friends?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Li pulls the knife out of his chest and throws it at Woo'Dt'er
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::twists and turns 360 degrees, while swinging his sword 1.64 meters horizontally from the ground::
ATO_Woo`Dt`er says:
@::gets hit in the forehead and his head snaps back. Then is kicked away by the CSO::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::flicks his tongue at the Captain's face and pushes him into the CTO before picking up the hand and eating it::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Feels very lightheaded and still clutches her stomach:: Kandeldandel: Help the Captain...  Blue guy.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The hand tastes good, but could use some basil.
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::looks up at the CO, nods at the CIV and flies off::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks in disbelief as he just took the man's head off; he hadn't killed a man in years; he'd lost patients or fired phasers; but this was up close and personal::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::knows he missed his mark, horribly, but he effortlessly flanks Allgone, grabs and pulls him away from the captain, and goes to slash Allgone's throat brutally::
CNS_Wells says:
::Wonders why the bug he has shows no life:: EO: Maybe mine is dead.
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::attacks Allgone, hooting loudly::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::swings wildly at the bird, hissing loudly::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: As Allgone is distracted, Li extends his arm and it turns into a tentacle and stabs him in the chest.
EO_Valentine says:
::scoots over to the CNS and looks over his bug:: CNS: Has to be something here...::looks around quickly:: Don't tell anyone. ::picks up the bug carefully and kisses it lightly::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Perhaps we should check on the others?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::checks the body for any items he or the Geneva crew could use::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::clutches at his chest and falls to his knees as the blood trickles onto the ground::
CNS_Wells says:
::Watches Mai and the bug::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::uses the bird's distraction, and commits the dirty deed at Allgone's neck, the blade biting deeply::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::pockets Woo's knives... and takes off his body armor::
ATO_Allgone says:
@::throws his head back in pain as the CTO strikes::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::turns and attempts to gain an advantage in the fight::
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::hoots softly and perches on the CTO's shoulder::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Tilg'Hun soon finds himself face to face with Li.
ATO_Allgone says:
@::tries to strike back at the CTO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::gives the act so little thought as goes to tend to the captain, but brushes the bird aside, very angry at this situation:: Kandeldandel: Not now!
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::curious if he's well practiced in knife throwing, having not done it since his expeditions in the deadly mountains of Qonos... tosses one at Allgone::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@:: faces Chan in a final showdown::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Allgone is unsuccessful as his strength has greatly diminished.
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::flies away::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::sheaths his sword and waits for an attack::
CNS_Wells says:
::Wonders about the others:: EO: I'm having no luck with these things.
ATO_Allgone says:
@::sees the knife cutting through the air and tries to duck out of the way::
EO_Valentine says:
::looks over at the other bugs:: CNS: Kiss the other buggies? ::sets her two caterpillars down and starts making the rounds of the cave, petting and kissing all of the bugs::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::again, yells and throws his body at Chan, again wielding the short sword::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::turns about and puts his hand at Allgone's throat, the blood draping over his hand, holding him forcefully::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Kiss them? Why? I mean....Why?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at the dead body of Woo, remembering the incident ten years ago... that would have had him hounding for blood... at the sight of it... the smell of it... remembering the taste of it::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: Li displaces his body at an odd angle and a tentacle morphs out of his chest and stabs the last warrior in the chest.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Allgone: Curse you...abomination. This needn't have come to this. ::guts Allgone with his blade, hating every second of this::
EO_Valentine says:
CNS: They could be boy bugs. Boys like that sort of thing. Jenn-Jenn said so.
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
@::looks down at chest in shock and promptly expires::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The biggest bug coos and produces a small blue egg. It is glowing.
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Although injured, is able to get over to the Captain, allowing Kizlev to continue fighting:: CO: Sir, how are you holding up?
ATO_Allgone says:
@::hisses at the CTO as his eyes bug out::
EO_Valentine says:
::giggles:: CNS: Bingo!
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::through the pain in his leg and his anguish, his let's Allgone drop to the ground and goes back to the captain:: CO: Sir!? Speak to me please.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Well it's most un..... Bingo? What is "Bingo"?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: With his dying breath, Allgone spits out the CO's hand. It appears he was allergic.
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::swoops down and picks up the CO's hand in her talons::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::goes to tend to Shras, taking his uniform jacket off, and cuts some of the arm sleeves to make a makeshift tourniquet for the stump of the missing hand::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::can imagine the captain will want his hand back::
EO_Valentine says:
::giggles:: CNS: It means something worked.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::picks up the hand and walks over to the CO::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Oh?
EO_Valentine says:
::looks  over the glowing blue ball::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: What is it? An egg?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The other bugs seem happy that an egg is in their sights.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Be careful...
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CO: Captain...
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CTO: Allow me to assist him...
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Very pale now:: CTO: We need to get him medical attention into the cave.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::walks towards the captain and Li Soong Chan:: CO: Captain. Until the medical facilities are at full power, it will be very difficult for me to adequately reapply your hand. There might be a few batteries that can power a dermal regenerator. However, that's the most that can be done until the advanced medical lab is running.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::finishes wrapping the stump and lets Chan help him, the captain appearing to be utterly stunned with pain::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Look at the other ones ...::looks at others:: ...there freaking out...
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::slowly unwraps the stump and places the hand on the arm of the Captain::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::steadily gets the captain to his feet and watches Chan appearing to do something rather odd:: Chan: Wait, that is needed to stop the bleeding....
CNS_Wells says:
EO: What are they doing?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::morphs his arms over the Captain's wounds::
EO_Valentine says:
Bug: What is the blue glowing thingee?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bugs are wiggling more frequently in anticipation.
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::lands on Chan's shoulder::
CNS_Wells says:
EO: I hope these buggy weapon things know who the enemy is.
EO_Valentine says:
CNS: The ones that don't kiss them? ::grins::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::eyes go wide at what he is witnessing:: Chan: What.... what kind of sorcery is this?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::his arms unmorph and go back to their original form. The Captain's hand is reattached with no signs of a scar::
CNS_Wells says:
::Looks worried:: EO: I can't kiss a bug.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::raises both eyebrows:: Li Soong Chan: The Geneva is in need of a chief medical officer.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: I don't like them that much.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@::turns to looks at the owl and stands up and pets Kandeldandel::
EO_Valentine says:
::sets down a Twinkie in the group of bugs::
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::hoots softly::
CIV_Pierce says:
@::Coughs and begins to stumble toward the cave::  All: Looks like everything is taken care of here... ::Steps over a body:: I'm going to go sit down in the cave.
CNS_Wells says:
::Looks for a reaction from the bugs to the food::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bugs ignore the Twinkie as their eyes focus on the glowing blue egg.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::looks intently at Chan:: Chan: Just what are you...? Really? No human can do such a miracle of healing.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: They like the blue thing more. I think it's an egg.
EO_Valentine says:
CNS: Baby buggies?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CTO: There are some who call me morphling.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: They seem quite attentive... like proud parents.
CNS_Wells says:
EO: Yes.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CTO: Others have called me Shape Changer
EO_Valentine says:
Bugs: Congratulations! Is it a boy buggy or a girl buggy?
CIV_Pierce says:
::Find the EO and CNS in the Cave and slumps against the wall, finally dropping her sword next to her:: EO/CNS: So... how are you guys?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Chan: Morphling? ::thinks of the Dominion Founders:: Then... you would have no true form... or would you? Why take on a human form? And why are these creatures your enemy?
CNS_Wells says:
EO: I just hope it is well behaved.
EO_Valentine says:
CIV: Is mission lady okay?
CNS_Wells says:
CIV: Hi! What is happening out there?
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CTO: I take this form to honor my promise I made to my friends. To protect what is ours.
CIV_Pierce says:
EO/CNS: I'm just bleeding a little... the Captain lost a hand... those reptiles are dead though.
EO_Valentine says:
::looks at the glowing ball, then at the bugs...thinks::
CNS_Wells says:
CIV: Reptiles? Dead? All of them?
EO_Valentine says:
::picks out her "pet bug" and offers it the blue ball::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Huffs and puffs then looks at her bloody uniform at the stomach:: EO/CNS: I'm so out of shape.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: As the Caterpillar bug eats the egg, it moves over to the CNS and wraps itself over his right arm.
CNS_Wells says:
CO: Is the Captain getting care?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@Chan: I trust that you intend to enlighten us with answers to all our questions? We should continue this inside, Mr. Chan.
CNS_Wells says:
CIV: You don't look so good.
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: Not sure really... everything's spinning... ::Slumps over unconscious::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The CNS and the bug begin to share their thoughts.
CNS_Wells says:
::Smiles::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
@CTO: Very well.
CNS_Wells says:
SELF: What the......?
CNS_Wells says:
::Grabs his head::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::moves to the cave, walking close to the captain making sure he is okay::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::can't help but think of the pluses his kind could have for medicine; his species would make an excellent ally for the Federation::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
ACTION: The bug hardens at the end and reveals to the CNS that IT’S weapon is activated by a mere thought.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is inside, just in time to see something happening to Wells:: ALL: What is wrong with the counselor?
EO_Valentine says:
::looks up at the crew walking in:: All: Buggies!
CNS_Wells says:
SELF: Hmmmmmm ::Holds weapon up and aims at an empty wall::
CNS_Wells says:
ALL: I know how it works.
CTO_Kizlev says:
CNS: I advise you not to use that thing, mister. ::turns to Chan looking for answers::
Li_Soong_Chan says:
::looks at the counselor's arm::
CNS_Wells says:
ALL: We are.... linked.  Somehow. I think it will work with our mutual consent.
Li_Soong_Chan says:
CTO: I don't know. I've never seen this before.
CNS_Wells says:
CTO: I think I can obey that order Sir. I will it not to fire.
CNS_Wells says:
::Still aims at empty wall.  Just in case::
Host ATO_Tilg`Hun says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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